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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2022058923A1] A coating cover with a metal structure for roofs of buildings comprising a plurality of slabs (20) of substantially
quadrilateral shape each of which is provided with shaped edges (A, B) that are parallel and opposite to one another intended for mutual connection
between slabs (20) that are adjacent in the longitudinal direction and are intended for the formation of a joint (21) positioned between each of the
adjacent slabs (20), wherein said shaped edges (A, B) comprise folds (30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36, 37) at least partially symmetrical on the two edges
and further folds (38, 39, 40) that are made on at least one of the shaped edges (A) and further folds (41, 42, 43) that are made on at least one of
the shaped edges (B), in which said shaped edges (A, B) comprise curvatures at folds (32, 33, 34, 35) that adapt to the geometries (33, 34, 44, 45)
of a bracket (S), adapted to receive said folds of shaped edges (A, B), said base (X) has a conformation defined by a flat surface (60) that rests on
the sub-structure of the roof to which it is fixed by fixing elements passing through holes (46), and comprises an inner rotating element (Y) and an
external rotating element (Z) that rotate on an axis placed at a cylindrical portion 51y, 51z) thereof around respective cylindrical housings (47, 48) of
the base (X).
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